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Yeah, reviewing a ebook news/2019 02 04 could accumulate your near contacts listings. This is just one of the
solutions for you to be successful. As understood, ability does not suggest that you have fantastic points.
Comprehending as capably as covenant even more than further will pay for each success. neighboring to, the
pronouncement as capably as acuteness of this news/2019 02 04 can be taken as skillfully as picked to act.

Be Our Guest William Terry 2022-10-24 Adopting a geographic lens to examine the employment of guest workers in
the United States, Be Our Guest offers readers the most comprehensive analysis of guest work in tourism that has
been produced to date. In weaving together the constellation of political and economic factors that exist across
multiple scales, the case is made for how and why so many tourism-dependent areas of the United States have
developed a dependency on temporary foreign workforces. Towards a holistic approach, special emphasis is placed
on the economic histories of these areas and shifting patterns of employment, seasonality, gentrification, and
related housing shortages. Throughout are the voices of stakeholders involved in every aspect of guest work:
human resources managers battling labor shortages, town planners mitigating workforce housing shortages, and
attorneys and advocates helping to directly assist migrant workers and affect policy changes. These perspectives
are coupled with detailed analysis of state policies regarding guest worker visa programs and labor market stress to
illustrate a vivid picture of the precarious lives of the migrant laborers who arrive in the United States. Be Our Guest
serves to specifically address a lacuna on the critical tourism studies side and the growing concern on the
practitioner side over workforce quality and supply. Nevertheless, it is a benefit for everyone with an interest in
issues of labor migration, precarity, housing policy, and immigration reform.
Game Changers Henrik M. Schatzinger 2020 "A supplemental textbook that shows how outside groups, specifically
dark money groups and Super PACs, are profoundly changing political campaigns since Citizens United v. FEC
(2010)"-The Climate Dispossessed Teall Crossen The world is heating up beyond the capacity of some countries to cope.
Entire populations of Pacific islands are threatened, jeopardising the sovereign rights of these countries and the
security of the region. This book explores what a just response to the risk of climate change displacement in the
Pacific could look like. It’s a difficult conversation. For many Pacific islands, talking about plans to abandon their
country risks providing the international community with an excuse to not reduce emissions. Yet internal climate
change displacement cannot be avoided, and cross-border displacement may become a reality without urgent
climate action. The risk of this dispossession presents profound questions of life, identity and justice for all of us
living in the Pacific, in light of the fundamental principles of international law and our commitments in Te Tiriti o
Waitangi
How Seniors Are Saving the World Thelma Reese 2020-06-10 Articles appear frequently about individuals whose
age is noted as a feature of their activism, but the activism of seniors as a growing and influential part of the
population is often otherwise overlooked. The speed of change, the expansion of the senior demographic, the
growth of citizen participation, and the constant visual images reminding us of these factors, tell us that it is time to
look to seniors who are putting their time and energies into helping others and helping the world. Whatever one’s
political view, there is consensus in recognizing that we are living in a time of tremendous change, when traditionally
trusted institutions and cultural mores are questioned and seriously challenged. It is a time when more and more
individuals feel a need to do something, something about issues that concern them, something that makes them
aware of the need for a sense of control in a world in chaos, something that makes them aware of their own
strength, power, and the value of the wisdom that comes with age. In a time when social media make shallow
“clicktivists” of so many, the people profiled here are true activists. Their dedication crosses all societal
lines—ethnic, political, religious, and socio-economic. Some have always considered themselves activists. Some
find that this stage of life brings a new perspective that results in the need to do more than say. They tell us, in their
own words the what, why, and meaning of their specific activism and show others how to do it. Their stories are
inspiring for people of all ages.
Refugee Externalisation Policies Azadeh Dastyari 2022-07-22 This book examines the impact and effects of
refugee externalisation policies in two regions: Australia’s border control practices in Southeast Asia and the Pacific
and the activities of the European Union and its member states in North Africa. The book assesses the underlying
motivations, processes, policy frameworks, and human rights violations of refugee externalisation practices. Case
studies illuminate the funding, institutional partnerships, geopolitical impacts, financial costs, and the human price of
refugee externalisation. It provides the first truly comparative analysis of asylum externalisation and explores

maritime interdiction, extraterritorial process, containment and third-country interception, and communication
campaigns in Southeast Asia and the Middle East/North Africa. This book will be of key interest to scholars and
students of refugee and asylum studies, law, politics, and the arts, legal practitioners, non-government
organisations, and policymakers grappling with the issues of detention, refugee externalisation practices, and the
growing need to find safety for the world’s most vulnerable.
Censored 2020 Andy Lee Roth 2019-10-08 In the midst of Trump's attacks on the media, comes this look at the
rigorous, independent reporting of the year's most underreported news stories. While the country's president
displays a brazen disregard for the First Amendment and routinely demonizes the press as "the enemy of the
people," Censored 2020 looks beyond Donald Trump's dizzying contempt for the truth to clarify the corporate
media's complicity in misinforming the American public--while also providing a clear vision of a better future, based
on rigorous, trustworthy independent reporting that presents a fuller picture of truth. With a discerning eye,
Censored 2020 focuses the public's attention on the most important but underreported news stories of 2018-2019.
These stories expose the corporate news media's systemic blind spots while highlighting the crucial role played by
independent journalists in providing the kind of news necessary for informed, engaged citizens. The book also
examines this year's lowlights in "junk food news" and "news abuse"--further revealing how corporate news often
functions as propaganda--as well as highlights of exemplary organizations that champion "Media Democracy in
Action." Additional chapters address the importance of constructive journalism, the untold story of Kashmir, news
coverage of LGBTQ issues in the Trump era, "fake news" as a Trojan horse for censorship, and online memes as a
form of political communication.
Donald Trump's New World Order T Hamid Al-Bayati 2020-10-15 Donald Trump's New World Order addresses U.S.
foreign policy initiatives under Mr. Trump's Presidency. In the book, Ambassador T. Hamid Al-Bayati warns and
explains how President Trump's foreign policy and trade war could lead to regional conflict and global wars.
International Relations of Asia David L. Shambaugh 2022 In this comprehensive study, leading scholars offer the
most current and definitive analysis of Asia's regional dynamics. They set developments in Asia in historical and
theoretical context, assess the leading powers, and consider subregional actors and intraregional linkages.
Students and practitioners will find this book invaluable.
The Operating System Eric Laursen 2021-05-04 What do we mean when we talk about “the State”? Multiple polls
show a growing disillusionment with the State and representative government as vehicles for progressive change,
and particularly as means to tame capitalism, let alone as a basis for seeing beyond it. In a quick and readable
format, Eric Laursen proposes thinking about the State in an entirely new way—not simply as government or legal
institutions, but as humanity’s analog to a computer operating system—opening up a new interpretation of the
system of governance that emerged in Europe five-hundred years ago and now drives almost every aspect of
human society. He also demonstrates powerfully why humanity’s life-and-death challenges—including racism,
climate change, and rising economic exploitation—cannot be addressed as long as the State continues to exercise
dominion.
Foreign Perceptions of the United States Under Donald Trump Gregory S. Mahler 2021-09-20 President Donald
Trump’s term in office significantly affected the way the United States is seen by other nations in the international
setting. This book presents 18 case studies of the effect of Trump policies and behavior on the U.S. standing
abroad, and examines the long-term consequences of these effects.
The New Silk Road Grand Strategy and the Maghreb Mordechai Chaziza 2022-10-26 Examining Chinese-North
African relations through the lens of President Xi Jinping’s Silk Road grand strategy, this book offers a
comprehensive analysis of emerging strategic and economic partnerships in the Maghreb region. China’s ‘Belt and
Road Initiative’ (BRI) is one of the most ambitious infrastructure projects in modern history. This book argues that
the BRI framework is vital in understanding the shifting balance of power within the Maghreb region and between
the North African countries, the EU, the US, and China. It is argued that an increasing interdependence can be
observed between China and the Maghreb in energy, construction, infrastructure building, political ties, trade and
investments, financial integration, people-to-people bonds, and defence. The author reveals the complexities and
challenges of Beijing's BRI, exploring how this synergy will shape the Maghreb in the future. Additionally, the book
argues that the balance of global politics will be critically affected by these emerging partnerships. The book will be
of particular interest to students and academics focused on interstate dynamics and foreign policy in the West Asia
and North Africa (WANA) region, but in its global ramifications the book is also much-needed reading for those
working in International Relations, Politics and Economics, and Public Policy.
Modern Political Campaigns Michael D. Cohen 2021-06-15 Michael D. Cohen, a 20+ year veteran of working on,
teaching, and writing about political campaigns, takes readers through how campaigns are organized, the state-ofthe-art tools of the trade, and how some of the most interesting people in politics got their big break
Call My Name, Clemson Rhondda Robinson Thomas 2020-11-02 Between 1890 and 1915, a predominately African
American state convict crew built Clemson University on John C. Calhoun’s Fort Hill Plantation in upstate South
Carolina. Calhoun’s plantation house still sits in the middle of campus. From the establishment of the plantation in
1825 through the integration of Clemson in 1963, African Americans have played a pivotal role in sustaining the
land and the university. Yet their stories and contributions are largely omitted from Clemson’s public history. This

book traces “Call My Name: African Americans in Early Clemson University History,” a Clemson English professor’s
public history project that helped convince the university to reexamine and reconceptualize the institution’s complete
and complex story from the origins of its land as Cherokee territory to its transformation into an increasingly diverse
higher-education institution in the twenty-first century. Threading together scenes of communal history and
conversation, student protests, white supremacist terrorism, and personal and institutional reckoning with Clemson’s
past, this story helps us better understand the inextricable link between the history and legacies of slavery and the
development of higher education institutions in America.
The North American West in the Twenty-First Century Brenden W. Rensink 2022 This edited volume takes stories
from the "modern West" of the late twentieth century and carefully pulls them toward the present--explicitly tracing
continuity with and unexpected divergence from trajectories established in the 1980s and 1990s.
A Machine Learning Based Model of Boko Haram V. S. Subrahmanian 2020-12-11 This is the first study of Boko
Haram that brings advanced data-driven, machine learning models to both learn models capable of predicting a
wide range of attacks carried out by Boko Haram, as well as develop data-driven policies to shape Boko Haram’s
behavior and reduce attacks by them. This book also identifies conditions that predict sexual violence, suicide
bombings and attempted bombings, abduction, arson, looting, and targeting of government officials and security
installations. After reducing Boko Haram’s history to a spreadsheet containing monthly information about different
types of attacks and different circumstances prevailing over a 9 year period, this book introduces Temporal
Probabilistic (TP) rules that can be automatically learned from data and are easy to explain to policy makers and
security experts. This book additionally reports on over 1 year of forecasts made using the model in order to validate
predictive accuracy. It also introduces a policy computation method to rein in Boko Haram’s attacks. Applied
machine learning researchers, machine learning experts and predictive modeling experts agree that this book is a
valuable learning asset. Counter-terrorism experts, national and international security experts, public policy experts
and Africa experts will also agree this book is a valuable learning tool.
China’s Maritime Silk Road Gerald Chan 2020-09-25 This innovative book examines the maritime component of
China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), focusing on three key trade routes and addressing the question of how China
protects its overseas assets. Gerald Chan explores China’s rising maritime power, using geo-developmentalism as
a theoretical framework to analyse the country’s development of port facilities and infrastructure along important
trade routes. Through developing these sea routes, he argues that a new global order is in the making.
America's Plans for World Hegemony Calistrat M. Atudorei The book acidly tells us a story of the rise and decline of
one of the greatest empires ever—and surely the most prominent empire, as the existing one in our life time. The
most prominent and as the statistical abstracts and documents of the US Congress reveal the most addicted of all
empires to an old and continuous military interventionism in every corner of the world. At the beginning of his book
the author lists and examines closely the new and century-old principles and doctrines incorporated into American
foreign policy as a combination between diplomacy and war, and almost always the latter being the winner—i.e.
American exceptionality, Monroe Doctrine, Teddy Roosevelt’s “Speak Soft and Carry a Big Stick” diplomacy, Showthe-Flag strategic idiom, Gunboat Diplomacy, Truman and Reagan doctrines, the Domino Theory, the
neoconservative Project for a New American Century, Bush Jr. Doctrine of preventive wars etc. Then, quoting highly
qualified American sources, the author shocks the reader as he concludes that “the US is no longer a truly
democratic state, but one led by oligarchy, an ‘Elite’ that no longer represent the will of the population.” He also
emphasizes with logical arguments the existence of the US “Military-industrial complex,” the Deep State, the
Financial Cartel etc. He unveils an America in the twilight zone of secretive planning and leadership, strictly
controlled global institutions, wars and neocolonialism in the Middle East, Latin America and East Europe, and of 75
years of Soviet Union/Russia incisive and limitless budgeted strategies of confrontation. Basically, in his book Mr.
Atudorei exposes a perpetual chain of historical misdeeds having America as its originator: America addicted to
militarism; an American militarism addicted to aggression, war and imperial supremacy; 240 years long and
continuous American wars addicted to millions of victims; finally millions of victims forgotten by a political
propaganda machine addicted to falsehood, deception and lies, and calling invasions, coup d’états and aerial
bombings as “humanitarian interventions” bringing peace, freedom and democracy… Radu Toma When referring to
the world hegemony of the US, the author points out that in fact the first victim of such a policy is the American
people itself who became captive of more or less hidden centers of power (called in various ways: global oligarchy,
the military-industrial complex, the financial-banking elite, etc.), centers that usurped the real power in the state and
transformed the democratic political system into a simulacrum for the use of masses subject to sophisticated social
engineering. Calistrat M. Atudorei shows that the US as an empire with pretention of absolute global supremacy
tends to impose its dominance both through non-military wars—cultural, ideological, media, economic—as well as
through direct military invasions aiming to punish regimes and nations that do not want to be subjected to them.
Working with consistent arguments, the author emphasizes that the plans of subjugation of the whole world are
neither recent nor do they relate to the preferences of people who become US presidents. On closer examination,
the so-called hosts of the White House appear to us like ordinary puppets in the hands of forces behind the curtain.
See in this regard, for example, the current US President Donald Trump’ case, who abandoned his electoral
rhetoric, being shaped by the “Deep State” on the line of serving the interests of this all-powerful nebula to the

detriment of the American people and peace in the world. Iurie Ro?ca
Congressional Pathfinders J Michael Martinez 2021-02-15 Congressional Pathfinders discusses twenty seminal
public figures in the history of the United States Congress, including the first black member, the first woman, and the
first openly gay member. With its emphasis on the diversity of elected officials, the book demonstrates the
importance of inclusivity in American politics.
Space and Place as a Topic for Public Theologies Thomas Wabel 2022-08 Public theologies reflect on the
contextuality of the Christian religion. Much of this contextuality is dependent on place: place as the culture and the
society in which religions are situated, place as the position from where a theologian speaks, place as the
biographical contingencies that shape people's lives. Moreover, public theologies ask for the contribution of
Christian ethics to society, thereby shaping the social, cultural, and religious space to which they belong. The
contributions in this volume analyse the categories of space and place in order to deepen the understanding of
contextuality, thereby taking up some of the challenges presented by the so-called "spatial turn".
The Failure of the Muslim Brotherhood in the Arab World Nawaf Obaid 2020-01-31 This book is an indispensable
resource for anyone looking to understand the Muslim Brotherhood, Qatar's role in promoting the group, and the
ideological, social, and religious factors that have led to its ultimate failure. The book begins by looking at the birth
of the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) in 1928 in Egypt. It then traces its ideology and expansion via the various affiliate
organizations in the Arab world as well as its international presence up to the present day. Throughout this historical
analysis, evidence is presented linking the MB again and again to political violence and a lack of a coherent policy.
The book weaves into this history the influence of Qatari support, a clarification of the division between true
Salafism and the MB's radical ideology, an explanation of how Jamal Khashoggi was a living metaphor for this
misunderstanding, and the role the MB has played in various revolutionary movements throughout the Middle East.
The book concludes with a current geopolitical outlook on the MB itself and the Arab world in which it resides. The
book is extensively sourced with first-hand primary source quotes from numerous exclusive personal interviews
conducted by the author, both with experts on the subject and officials in the region. Provides a detailed account of
the Muslim Brotherhood's history and its affiliates in every relevant country Fully documents Qatar's support for the
Muslim Brotherhood and the nature of the current boycott against it led by Saudi Arabia Gives a novel perspective
on the Muslim Brotherhood's ideology via a chapter-long discussion of Salafism Offers a candid, personal look at
Jamal Khashoggi's struggle with his loyalty to the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) and Saudi Arabia and shows how this
serves as a metaphor for the MB and its members
Wrecked Barrett J. Taylor 2022-08-12 Higher education is a central institution in U.S. democracy. In the 2010s,
however, many states that spent previous decades building up their higher education systems began to tear them
down. Growing hostility toward higher education reflected changing social forces that remade the politics of U.S.
higher education. The political Right became increasingly reliant on angry white voters as higher education became
more racially diverse. The Republican party became more closely connected to extremely wealthy donors as higher
education became more costly. In Wrecked, Barrett J. Taylor shows how these social changes set a collision course
for the Right and higher education. These attacks fed a policy agenda of deinstitutionalization, which encompassed
stark divestment from higher education but was primarily characterized by an attack on the institution’s social
foundation of public trust. In response to these attacks, higher education officials have offered a series of partial
defenses that helped higher education to cope in the short-term but did nothing to defend the institution itself
against the long-term threat of declining public trust. The failure to address underlying issues of mistrust allowed
conflict to escalate to the point at which many states are now wrecking their public higher education systems.
Wrecked offers a unique and compelling perspective linking higher education policymaking to broader social and
political forces acting in the twenty-first century.
Crackup Samuel L. Popkin 2021 "In 2016, a businessman so discredited that he could no longer get a casino
license or borrow money from an American bank was elected President of the United States of America. How did
this happen? It is easy to mock and ridicule Donald Trump as if he is the problem. In fact, he is a symptom of a
much larger issue that has been bedeviling the GOP for nearly two decades: an intraparty crackup of massive
proportions. By "crackup," I mean a breakdown of the fragile alliances between coalitions within a party that
prevents its leaders from developing goals they can deliver on when they control the White House and majorities in
the House and Senate. This introductory chapter explains why party crackups are inevitable in a federal system with
national money and local primaries. But this is the first time -- for either party - that no group within the party could
create a synthesis of old orthodoxies and new realities that altered the party's direction enough to build a new
consensus"-Genomics Whitney Stewart 2020-09-01 Over the past 50 years, scientists have made incredible progress in the
application of genetic research to human health care and disease treatment. Innovative tools and techniques,
including gene therapy and CRISPR-Cas9 editing, can treat inherited disorders that were previously untreatable, or
prevent them from happening in the first place. You can take a DNA test to learn where your ancestors are from.
Police officers can use genetic evidence to identify criminals—or innocents. And some doctors are using new
medical techniques for unprecedented procedures. Genomics: A Revolution in Health and Disease Discovery

delves into the history, science, and ethics behind recent breakthroughs in genetic research. Authors Whitney
Stewart and Hans Andersson, MD, present fascinating case studies that show how real people have benefitted from
genetic research. Though the genome remains full of mysteries, researchers and doctors are working hard to
uncover its secrets and find the best ways to treat patients and cure diseases. The discoveries to come will inform
how we target disease treatment, how we understand our health, and how we define our very identities.
John Beilein at Michigan Tim Rooney 2020-01-31 When John Beilein arrived at University of Michigan in 2007, the
once-proud men's basketball program was adrift after failing to reach the NCAA Tournament for nine straight
seasons. Over the next twelve years, he became the program's all-time winningest coach, reached two national
championship games, won four Big Ten championships and produced eight NBA first-round draft picks. In an age of
ethical lapses throughout college basketball, Beilein succeeded without a hint of impropriety. As much a teacher as
a coach, he consistently identified undervalued recruits, taught them his innovative offensive system and carefully
developed them into better players--an approach to the game that drove his unprecedented rise from high school
junior varsity coach to head coach of the Cleveland Cavaliers. This book examines his tenure at Michigan in detail
for the first time.
How China Loses Luke Patey 2021 Tells the story of China's struggles to overcome new risks and endure the
global backlash against its assertive reach. Combining on-the-ground reportage with analysis, Luke Patey argues
that China's predatory economic agenda, headstrong diplomacy, and military expansion undermine its global
ambitions to dominate the global economy and world affairs
China's Economic Rise Sangaralingam Ramesh 2020-08-29 This book examines the economic and political rise of
China from the perspective of Japan’s economic development. Beginning with Japan’s rise to statehood in the
Kamakura Period (1185 to 1333) and detailing the evolution of its economy through to 2018, parallels are drawn
with the economic development of China. Many of the challenges Japan faced in the first decades of the 20th
century, including nationalism, militarism, income disparities, social deprivation, and economic crisis are applicable
to modern day China. China’s Economic Rise: Lessons from Japan’s Political Economy aims to detail the possible
economic and political upheavals that could accompany the slowing of the Chinese economy from the experience of
Japan. The book will be of interest to researchers and students in Political Economy, Economic History, Economic
Transition, and Development Economics. The book supplements the other publications of the author: China’s
Lessons for India: Volume 1 – The Political Economy of Development, China’s Lessons for India: Volume 2 – The
Political Economy of Change and The Rise of Empires: The Political Economy of Innovation.
Age as Disease David-Jack Fletcher 2021-03-21 Age as Disease explores the foundations of gerontology as a
discipline to examine the ways contemporary society constructs old age as a disease-state. Framed throughout as
‘gerontological hygeine’, this book examines contemporary regimes, strategies and treatment protocols deployed
throughout Australia, the United States, and the United Kingdom. The book deploys critical cultural theories such as
biopolitics, somatechnics, ethics, and governmentality to examine how anti-aging technologies operate to
problematise the aging body as always-already diseased, and how these come to constitute a movement of
abolition, named here as ‘gerontological hygiene’.
Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law, Volume 22 (2019) Terry D. Gill 2020-10-28 The main theme of this
volume of the Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law is the 70th anniversary of the Geneva Conventions. The
evolution of these crucial treaties and international humanitarian law more generally comes back in six chapters
addressing topics such as sieges, compliance, indiscriminate attacks and non-state armed groups. The second part
of the book contains a chapter on the acquittal on appeal of Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo by the International
Criminal Court on the basis of command responsibility for war crimes, as well as an extensive Year in Review
describing the most important events and legal developments in the area of international humanitarian law that took
place in 2019. The Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law is the world’s only annual publication devoted to the
study of the laws governing armed conflict. It provides a truly international forum for high-quality, peer-reviewed
academic articles focusing on this crucial branch of international law. Distinguished by contemporary relevance, the
Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law bridges the gap between theory and practice and serves as a useful
reference tool for scholars, practitioners, military personnel, civil servants, diplomats, human rights workers and
students.
Engaging China Melvin Gurtov 2022 In Engaging China, Gurtov identifies and details the many facets of China that
worry critics. But he also argues for a strategy of coexistence that allows for economic and technological
competition while managing frictions over issues so diverse as human rights and access to the South China Sea.
This book is wide-ranging but compact; realistic but value-oriented; clearly argued but backed by extensive
references to documents and scholarly literature--including writings by leading Chinese scholars who also seek a
viable modus vivendi between the two great powers.
Tools and Algorithms for the Construction and Analysis of Systems Armin Biere 2020-04-17 This open access twovolume set constitutes the proceedings of the 26th International Conference on Tools and Algorithms for the
Construction and Analysis of Systems, TACAS 2020, which took place in Dublin, Ireland, in April 2020, and was
held as Part of the European Joint Conferences on Theory and Practice of Software, ETAPS 2020. The total of 60
regular papers presented in these volumes was carefully reviewed and selected from 155 submissions. The papers

are organized in topical sections as follows: Part I: Program verification; SAT and SMT; Timed and Dynamical
Systems; Verifying Concurrent Systems; Probabilistic Systems; Model Checking and Reachability; and Timed and
Probabilistic Systems. Part II: Bisimulation; Verification and Efficiency; Logic and Proof; Tools and Case Studies;
Games and Automata; and SV-COMP 2020.
China Dreams Jane Golley 2020-04-16 The year 2019 marked a number of significant anniversaries for the
People’s Republic of China (PRC), each representing different ‘Chinese dreams’. There was the centennial of the
May Fourth Movement — a dream of patriotism and cultural renewal. The PRC celebrated its seventieth
anniversary — a dream of revolution and national strength. It was also thirty years since the student-led Protest
Movement of 1989 — dreams of democracy and free expression crushed by government dreams of unity and
stability. Many of these ‘dreams’ recurred in new guises in 2019. President Xi Jinping tightened his grip on power at
home while calling for all citizens to ‘defend China’s honour abroad’. Escalating violence in Hong Kong, the ongoing
suppression of Uyghurs in Xinjiang, and deteriorating Sino-US relations dominated the headlines. Alongside stories
about China’s advances in artificial intelligence and geneticially modified babies and its ambitions in the Antarctic
and outer space, these issues fuelled discussion about what Xi’s own ‘China Dream’ of national rejuvenation means
for Chinese citizens and the rest of the world. The China Story Yearbook: China Dreams reflects on these issues
and more. It surveys the dreams, illusions, aspirations, and nightmares that coexisted (and clashed) in 2019 in
China and beyond. As ever, we take a cross-disciplinary perspective that recognises the inextricable links between
economy, politics, culture, history, language, and society. The Yearbook, with its accessible analysis of the main
events and trends of the year, is an essential tool for understanding China’s growing power and influence around
the world.
Handbook on Gender and Public Administration Shields, Patricia M. 2022-02-15 This ground-breaking Handbook on
Gender and Public Administration brings together a rapidly growing new field of study, exploring the emerging
contexts of gender and public administration. Capturing the many facets of this dynamic trend, the book explores
gender equity and further examines masculinity, intersectionality and beyond binary conceptions of gender.
Testing 3, 2, 1 Michael Lawrence 2020-03-23 Testing 3, 2, 1 is the story of how Australian education fell behind the
world’s best and how Finland came to lead. It is also a guide to how some of Finland’s ideas can be used by
teachers and schools to begin to reverse the current malaise of Australia’s education system. Part memoir, part
investigative journalism, part call-to-action, this easy-to-read and highly compelling plea for an improved education
system can’t be ignored ... Lawrence reminds us that we can (and must) do better. - Jared Cooney Horvath PhD,
Educational Neuroscientist, Melbourne Graduate School of Education, University of Melbourne. Author of Stop
Talking, Start Influencing: 12 Insights from Brain Science to Make Your Message Stick
The Increase of Knowledge Then and Now Tangina Ann
Slowdown Danny Dorling 2020-03-31 The end of our high-growth world was underway well before COVID-19
arrived. In this powerful and timely argument, Danny Dorling demonstrates the benefits of a larger, ongoing societal
slowdownDrawing from an incredibly rich trove of global data, this groundbreaking book reveals that human
progress has been slowing down since the early 1970s. Danny Dorling uses compelling visualizations to illustrate
how fertility rates, growth in GDP per person, and even the frequency of new social movements have all steadily
declined over the last few generations.Perhaps most surprising of all is the fact that even as new technologies
frequently reshape our everyday lives and are widely believed to be propelling our civilization into new and
uncharted waters, the rate of technological progress is also rapidly dropping. Rather than lament this turn of events,
Dorling embraces it as a moment of promise and a move toward stability, and he notes that many of the older great
strides in progress that have defined recent history also brought with them widespread warfare, divided societies,
and massive inequality.
Nothing Less Than Great Harvey P. Weingarten 2021-06-28 Nothing Less than Great addresses the current
challenges faced by Canada's university system and offers solutions to help improve the academic experience of
students.
Affected Rick Iedema 2020-11-30 This book’s main message is to advocate for a collaborative, affective, visualised
and future-oriented research agenda. The book finds its inspiration in “the chasm [that separates] philosophising
about being shattered and thinking that is shattered” (Heidegger 1946, Letter on Humanism). To explore this chasm,
the book journeys through a range of psychological and posthuman perspectives on affect and becoming. The aim
of this journey is to reconcile shattered thinking-feeling with Spinoza’s ethics according to which ‘our capacity to be
affected determines our capacity to act’. The book elaborates this capacity to become in terms of our uniquely
human propensity to experiment with counter-intuitive inversions: in this case, to call to account that which is
affected, rather than that which affects. The book will appeal to students and academics working in the fields of
alternative research methods, the social sciences, and organisation studies.
Leveraging Applications of Formal Methods, Verification and Validation: Verification Principles Tiziana Margaria
2020-10-28 The three-volume set LNCS 12476 - 12478 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International
Symposium on Leveraging Applications of Formal Methods, ISoLA 2020, which was planned to take place during
October 20–30, 2020, on Rhodes, Greece. The event itself was postponed to 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the proceedings. Each volume focusses

on an individual topic with topical section headings within the volume: Part I, Verification Principles: Modularity and
(De-)Composition in Verification; X-by-Construction: Correctness meets Probability; 30 Years of Statistical Model
Checking; Verification and Validation of Concurrent and Distributed Systems. Part II, Engineering Principles:
Automating Software Re-Engineering; Rigorous Engineering of Collective Adaptive Systems. Part III, Applications:
Reliable Smart Contracts: State-of-the-art, Applications, Challenges and Future Directions; Automated Verification
of Embedded Control Software; Formal methods for DIStributed COmputing in future RAILway systems.
Health Data Pools Under European Data Protection and Competition Law Giulia Schneider 2022 This book explores
the emerging economic reality of health data pools from the perspective of European Union policy and law. The
contractual sharing of health data for research purposes is giving rise to a free movement of research data, which is
strongly encouraged at European policy level within the Digital Single Market Strategy. However, it has also a
strong impact on data subjects fundamental right to data protection and smaller businesses and research entities
ability to carry out research and compete in innovation markets. Accordingly the work questions under which
conditions health data sharing is lawful under European data protection and competition law. For these purposes,
the work addresses the following sub-questions: i) which is the emerging innovation paradigm in digital health
research?; ii) how are health data pools addressed at European policy level?; iii) do European data protection and
competition law promote health data-driven innovation objectives, and how?; iv) which are the limits posed by the
two frameworks to the free pooling of health data? The underlying assumption of the work is that both branches of
European Union law are key regulatory tools for the creation of a common European health data space as
envisaged in the Commissions 2020 European strategy for data. It thus demonstrates that both European data
protection law, as defined under the General Data Protection Regulation, and European competition law and policy
set research enabling regimes regarding health data, provided specific normative conditions are met. From a further
perspective, both regulatory frameworks place external limits to the freedom to share (or not share) research
valuable data. .
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